
ROME ENGINEERING AN EMPIRE

Despite their personal short comings, many of the Roman Empires great engineering accomplishments were introduced
during the reign of the Caesars.

She has a master's degree in linguistics and is a former Latin teacher. Rome's engineering prowess rested in
large measure of its manipulation of concrete. Note the use of the groma. Colleges of skilled labor operated
the technical details, but servile wretches performed the heavy labor. How do we know the details of the
bridge and its construction? Note how Vespasian is described. What attitude resulted? The production is sleek,
seamlessly flowing from historical period to engineering accomplishment to imperial biography, using on-site
photography, drawings, and actors to recreate interpersonal relations. Roman slaves worked beneath
Caracalla's baths while the opulent leisured above them. Note details of the baths and their place in Roman
life. I was most impressed with Syracuse University's Peter Weller, who presents the entire documentary; his
obvious enthusiasm and knowledge of Roman history earns him my respect more than his acting credential".
The Romans performed engineering feats unmatched till modern times, and using non-mechanized means at
that. Why was Nero at the tower of Maecenas during the fire? As one other commentator observed, the Roman
took pride in being cleaner than their neighbors. Updated May 30, Rome: Engineering an Empire tells the
story of the expansion of the Roman Empire by means of amazing engineering feats. How did it affect the
growth of the city? Act 5. The supposed openness of Roman culture, a city of refugees, encouraged a
confluence of neighboring ideas. On the other hand, they did have a resource the Modern West does not: a
cheap and ultimately disposable labor force in the form of slaves. Note his achievements. Nero's murder of his
mother ties in with a later segment on Emperor Caracalla who killed his brother before the eyes of his mother.
What problems did Claudius have in his private life? To what extent are these baths the culmination of Roman
engineering. How had he achieved leadership of the Roman Empire? Caesar's legions constructed a mighty
bridge in a mere 8 days to cross the Rhine river. Note the description of Claudius. Act 8. I did not have time to
research their respective resumes, but they all seem qualified experts on the subject areas. This ties one
engineering feat with the next, the pleasure palace of the Golden Palace Domus Aurea , constructed by
Agrippina's son, Emperor Nero. Note the description of Agrippina. What did Hadrian decide about the
empire? What action after the fire caused further suspicion? One of the more impressive anecdotes of this
History Channel production is that the Roman aqueducts procured more water for the city of Rome during the
Empire than New York City could supply its inhabitants in  Act 6. Reviewed by Ursus Some have said Rome's
greatness was achieved by the spade as much as by the sword. How did the wall help spread Roman
influence? Why was Agrippina murdered in 59? Why did the water supply aid the growth of Roman cities.
Note the expansion of Roman influence during the reign of Augustus. The DVD's prologue concerns Caesar's
campaigns. In what circumstances did Hadrian succeed Trajan? Act 2.


